Premium OPS Slot-in PC Intel® Core™ i5
A powerful slot-in PC module for Touch Screens

Enjoy the benefits of seamless integration with the Premium OPS Slot-in PC Intel® Core™ i5 that can be easily inserted and removed from the rear of your Touch Screen for the ultimate in flexible working. This powerful compact solution is able to run Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 or Linux and the Intel® Core processor powers this PC to the next class of slot-in computing.

**CPU**
- Intel® Core™ i5-6200U

**RAM**
- 4GB DDR3

**Architecture**
- 64-bit

**Graphic Engine**
- Intel® HD Graphics 6000

**Internal Memory (SSD)**
- 120GB

**USB**
- USB 3.0 x 2, USB2.0 x 2

**LAN**
- 10/100/1000 Ethernet

**Wi-Fi**
- 802.11b/g/n

**OS**
- Windows 8, 10, Android, Linux

**Connectivity**
- Inputs: 4xUSB, Mic
- Outputs: VGA, Line Out

**Size (mm)**
- 200x119x30

*A This product has a 5 year warranty when purchased with the Interactive Touch Display with MeetingPad. A standard 3 years warranty is applied otherwise.

**A POWERFUL OPS SOLUTION**

**Performance meets Power** – The 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 Processors provides a new class of embedded computing with amazing new features. Three times more powerful than our Economical OPS this model is ideal for real-time rendering and 3D applications.

**Solid-State Drive** – Uses flash memory to store data, which provides better performance and reliability over an HDD as well as faster start up speed. Up to 10 times faster than a traditional hard drive.

**Flexible Working** – Run a wide range of different operating systems like Windows 7, 8, 10 or Linux to suit your way of working.

**Intel HD Graphics** – Experience a remarkable HD resolution, with faster frame rates and outstanding visual details thanks to the Intel® HD Graphics 520 card, built for compute-intensive applications.

**Fully Embedded Solution** – All the connectors are contained within the display including power and both video and audio signals so no external cables are required.

**Quality Commitment** – Built with industrial grade components you can be confident in the reliability of our product and so offer a 5 year warranty on the OPS computer.

**Economical** – Enjoy the benefits of seamless integration with the Premium OPS Slot-in PC Intel® Core™ i5 that can be easily inserted and removed from the rear of your Touch Screen for the ultimate in flexible working.